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ABSTRACT

Written in 19E4, the document represents experimental
material of the,Anthropology Curriculum Study Project. The objectives
of the project wereto ditcuss the evolution of man as disting4shed
from the evolution of other species and as related to clature, and to
.emphasize.human diversity. Three krief essays are presented. The
first, "The Species Concept," explains factors used to determine the .
classification ofanimals into species. The second essay,-'"Man As A
Species," defines'species as exually producing organisms that
actually or potentially interbreed and produce fertile'offspring., The
geographical factors of human variation are discussfd. The third
essay, "The Species, Man," summarizes the characteristics of manby
describing anatomical,function and comparing a*nts tody with other
living creatures. (KC)
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THE SPECIES CONCEPT'

Alan Solem
I)

In recognizing that there are different "kinOV.,of animals, a person has
taken the first important step in learning the'rneaning of "species."
Every city dweller knows that dogs and cats are different, althotigh the
same person can easiIy fail to realize that red and grey squirrels belong
to separate species. iPeople living in rural areas are better at knowing
animal "kinds" and members of primitive societies devoted to hunting
and food gathering are Seven meire sophisticated in classifying the local
animals. For example, one New Guinea mountain tribe had separate
words for 137 of 138 species of birds found near the village. Scientists
have.named more than 1,000,000 species Of living animals, mostly
insects and animals without backbones, but there are over 8,600 species,
'of birds and 3,500 species of mammals.

The basic criterion, used by scientists in recognizing species is whether
animals are actually or potentially ca.pable of interbreeding under natural
conditions and producing fully fertile young. Animals which do,not meet
this requirement belong td different species. However, for most of the
1,000;000 species we idenify there is, as yet; no vroof as to breeding
capabilities, and we must depend on physical diffeiences to distinguish
species. Usually members of the same species will show only minor
differences from each other, but will haNie at least a few characteristics
quite unlike those in related species. The red fox is found in both Alaska
and Alaliama. While the Alaskan animals may be-sl,ightly smaller and
lighter in color than those from'Alabama, they are obviously very closely related to each other. In contrast, a grey fox from Alabama shows
many sharp and obvious differences from Alabama red foxes. The red
foxea areconsidered to belong to one 'species, but the grey fox is a
distinct species. This is only one of thousands of examples of how
species differ. Some species vary greatly in physical characters within
the spedies. Siamese and persian cats do not look alikelpand a great
dane and a dachshund could hardly seem less similar. Ye t every city
alley and every farm contain living proof that the "breeds" of cats and
dogs can interbreed quite freely and successfully.
'Some animals that belong fo different species cdan be mated in captivity,
but will produce young that are sterile or have greatly reduced fertility.
Zebras ,and horses are easily crossed, but the offspring have rarely been
fertile. A mule is the sterile offspring of a male ass and a female horSe.
'Copyright 1964 by the Anth-ropology Curriculum Study Project.
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Even bree-ding,in captivity that results in fertile offspring is not proof that
only one species is involved. Many species apparently can breed with
closely relatea species, if no member of their spedies is present at the
breeding season. If these animals ,can Choose one of their.owtifspecies
instead, then they will mate with their own kind. Groups in which it is'
difficult to recognize or determine species in no way les'sen the valiaity
of.the species concept. ,They only indicate that the-process of evolution
is still occurring and that1the difficult forms are of rdcent or,igin.

Generally, each species has a clearly defined geographic range. Lions
are found over most of Africa and part of India, but not in China. The
lynx lives in Canada and the northern tip of the United States, as does the
moose These ranges, however, a,re not unchanging. Within the last
100 years the wolverine, mountain lion, aind American buffalo have
vanished ftom the Midwest and Eastern United States. At the sameti.me
the opossum has spread northward from Tennessee and Virginia to northern
Wisconsin and Ontario, and the armadillo from the Mexican border into
Kansas and Missouri.*Man's activities have been responsible for these
change's, but natural causes also continue to alter the ranges of other
animals,

The cattle egret is an African bird that qithin historical times has spread
to/the Americas. First reported from British Guiana in the 1870's, the
first specimen was not collected until 1935. Since then it has spread
throughout the West Indies andjSouth America as far south as Bolivia..
In the 19401s it reached Flor da and'has beehTsTen as far north as
..Massachusetts and as far
t as Illinois. The Colorado Potato Beetle
was a harmless insect feedi g on weeds in the Rocky MOuntain areas
until the potato was brought in by man. .The beetle fed on plants belonging to the same family of plants as the potato, and thus found the potato
quite acceptable. The beetle followed the potato plantings east and
eventually was introduced to Europe. While man providefl the new food,
the beetle simply followed natural processes in multiplying to make ute
4

of a nOw food source.'
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In contrast with the species, which has a rather precise definition based
on breeding capabilities and .close similarity in bdCly.structures,,the
It genus" is a category with a variable meaning. A genus contains a
$roup of species, presumed to have.descended from the same ancestors,
that show decided structural differences from other such groups of
species. Genera are a way to indicate relationships of species. bften
it is solely a matter of personal opinion on the part of different scientists
as to whether a genus contains few dr many species. The lion, tiger,
house cat, panther, leopard,- cougar, and jaguar can be' placed in one
genus, or else separated into several genera. Most zoologists prefer
to have several speciv in a genula, since this helps indicate relationships,
but many species show no close similarities tiPany other species. A
4
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large number of genera have only ne s+mcies while others may have
More than 100 species. Good exaMples of a monotypic genus (only
one species) are the wood ibis (Mycteria, the only North American
stork), the osprey (Pandion), false- killer whale (Pseudorca) andthe
platypus (Ornithoehynchus). Groups with many species include the deer
mice (Peromyscus), rats (Rattus), and.cone. shells (Conus).

'If a scientist places two species (a and b) in the same genus, then they
are thought to be more closely related than are ,two species (a and c) that
he placed'in different genera. It is quite possible, howekr,for, another
scientist to say that,while a and b are More closely .related to each'other
than are a and c, nonetheless a and c are not sufficiently distinct to belong
to different genera. Both scientists agree as to the typemf relationship
between species a, b, and c, but they diffet in how best tb recognize the
relationship. This can be quite confusing to a non-zoologist trying to find
out how closely certain spcies are 'related, but the genuS is not a concept that can be rigidly defined. (See illustration.)
Scientist 1
Genus

a.

Scientist Z
Genus

Genus

Present

Present

Many years
ago1100,000
plus)

Many years
ago (100,000
plus)

a

Many species are divided by scientists into subspecies. ,This is a term
that can be misunderstood. The prefix "sub-" sometimes gives the
impression of "inferior." The zoological meaning of "sub-" is quite
different, merely indicating that a larger category has been divided into
severarparts. The fact that one subspecies of the mink iS named
Mustela vison mink and another Mustela vison vison tells us nothing as
to whether one race is larger,, More common, better, or worse than
the other.
For example, the scientific name of)te Red Squirrel is Tamiasciurus
hudsonicus. It ranges over most of the Northern United States and
Canada. In studying many specimens from difterent parts of the range,
it ho..s been i.ecognized that specimens from one area may show small
but characteristic differences in color pattern, size, etc. from
,
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specimens collectbd in another area.' Thus Ile species-is Clividet1 into
about 25 geograPhic rate's or subspecies. It' the mictweSt states alone.;
there are four subspecies! Tarniasciurus hudsonicus hudsonicus1 is
found in Canada, Tamiaaciurus hudsoniCus minnesoia in much of the
middle west, T. h. loquak in the eastern and soUthern parts of the
range, and T. h. regalia is found only on Isle Itoyale,"Michigan. There
is absblutely no meaning of inferiority or suiieriority attached to Such
a division. Each subspecies is simply a slight variation within the
c'`
species.
Such subspecies are .usually based on small i3hysical differences
associated with.differing geographic range. Specimens froin the central
part of the subSpecies may look quite distinct; but generally there is an
'area near the bounday between the subspecies where specimens will
show some characters of one subspecies and some of the other. The
presence of such intermediate individuals is ohe of the best indications

that hesè are subspecies and not full species,
Often subspecies are -referred to as "incipient species." This followsfrom the gene'rally accepted belief that most species evolved under
conditions of geographic isolation. At one time a species migbthave a
continuous range across North America, but Rot show sufficient differences
to warrant division into Subspecies. During the climatic changed of the
Ice Ages, whichf)ok place .very slowly over thousands of ).rears, the range
might hatre become broken up into several fragments. Populations would
be isolated in pethaps Washington, central California, the Ozarks and the
'Smoky Mountaind. Afte\ mlny generations and with further changes in.
climate, the living conditions might have become slightly different ih
each of these areas. The process of natural selection would res.ult in
the animals best suited to the living conditions ix each area usually pro-ducing _more offspring than'lhose leas well.suited.,
the animals
in each area would look less and less like those in t e other areas. Mjer
many generations they would not be able to successf Ily breecf with thei
former relatives and thus would have become sep .t.,e species.
.

,

Currently living species, then, were not suddenly created but-evolved
slowly, new species are now, evolving, and additional species will
continue to evolve. Since the evolution of species'rs-a continuing process,
it is to be exriected ihat many cases will be found where it is extremely
diffic,ult to tell Whether animals still belong to one species, or if the\r
are now distinct species.
1The rules g'Ove'rning the scientific'names of anirnals de and t*at"
. one subunit use the same name as the larger category.
ft
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With rare exceptions, the
splitting cs. one species into two or more
,
has probably been a fairly slow process., Yet man has a few dramatic
; exam'pleS of how quickly changes in structure 'and physiology can occur
wfien natural#selection is very intensive'. The most amazing is the speed
withwhich flizs and mosquitos appeared after World War II that were
immune to DO'1"and other insecticides. In some cases less than-five
years after mass spraying was started, the, chemicals were no lo
effective
because the remaining flies were inimune. This was r4t a
',magic response or the result of any great change in the flies.' pparently a Very few flies were alwayS,present that were naturally immune to
DOT.'
Wlin mass spraying killed off the vast majority-of fl4es that did
,
not have immunity, this left am-ple foOd and breeding sites for the nevi
immune flies.. Thefgreat majority of their young were immune to DDT
and survivea to breed. In a short time, _flies were as numerous as b - .
fore, but DDT:was no longer effective.
Just,as -children in the same farnil or on the same block will differ in
weight, size, hair a:nd eye 'co1or,4intelligence, physical prowess, etc. ,
so do animals_; an,y minor change that increases the chances of becoming
adult and having offspring will tend to become more prevalent after
several generations.

The fact that species are continually changing presents great problems
Mr people studying fossils. Zoologists%havetrouble enough'with animals
living at the same time. If we examine specimens fromnow, 10,000,
50, GOO? 100,000, and 500,000 years ago, it Tay be obvious that the living
specimens are quite different from those thatilived 500, 000 years ago,
but those from au intermediate time are iptermediate in structure. When
did the specie's of 500,00Q years ago becomethe species of today? This
i5 an =answerable question. In other cases, animals that lived many
thousands of yearS ago in the Ozarks 'mai,- be intermediate between one
species now living in the Rocky Mountains and another in the Appalachians.
Almost certainly the two.living species were derived from the extinct
species.

,

t.

Thefe has been some fOrm oflife on earth for Robably four billion
yeafs. The accumulation of minor changes through natural 'selection
has produced the great variety of animals a'nd plants.. Species have
slowly divided into subspecies, which later became species or became
extinct. This process occurred in tie past, is happening tod'ay, and
will continue in the fo seeable future:
tab
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MAN .AS

SPECIEgi41

Marston Bates
All living men belong to a single biological species, Horho sapieps.
'-"S'pecies" in sexu:ally reproducing organisms is usually defined as a
population of sirnilar individuals that actually or potentially interbreed
and that aresseparated'from individuals of other similar populations by
barriers to breeding. Wr'qave to say "aGtually br potentially" capable
of interbreeding becayee, ui fact, individuals in Cuba, for instance,
usually have no chancTtc; breed with individuals.in Jamaica. In mos4 cases
the taxonothist is forced to guess about the status of such'geographically
separated populations. If he thinks they would interbreed if not separated
by some barrier,like the sea, he calls them a single species; if they look
rather different and he thinks .the difference is' so great that they would not
interbreed even if the opportunity arose, they are classed as two separate
species.

,

A

With man, we do not have to guess. There is ample evidence that the most
different-looking individuals from the most remotely separated.parts of the
world can interbreed if given the opportunity. Norwegians, Australian
aborigines, Bushmen, Malays, and South American Indians are all perfectly capable of interbreeding and producing healthy, completely fertile offspring. The differences among them a,re at the subspecies rather than at *
the species level.

,.

_

_

The differehces in appearance "among men are considerable, however. There
is avtreat variation in size, from the tall peoples of northern Europe and of
the 4pPer Nilek.to the pygmies Of the Congo forest. Skin color ranges from
shiny black to very pale.. Large differences also exist-in -the. -t-gxt-ure---and---distribution of hair on'the body, in the shape of the skull, and.in the shape
of soft Part§ like nose and lips. No species of wild animal shows anything
like this range of variation. The only species with comparable variation
.lf

are the.domesticated ones, dogs, swine, poultry, etc.which leads some
to believe that man is a "self-domesticated" animal.
,

-

Humah variation is basically geographical: Mongoloid peoples inhabit
eastern A ia, Negroid peoples Mrica, Caucasoid Oeoples Eurdpe. The, _,..
geographi al 'pattern has been greatly disturbed 0 the large migrations of i
modern times, especially Of Europeans to AmeriCa, Australia, and South
Africa, arici,of Negroid peoliles 'to America; but it is.still apparent. No
wild animal is as widely distributed dyer the earth as man, but land animals
very comrponly,show geographical variation within their ranges, and there
is noreason to suppot3e that, human 'variation diaers in principle from that
of other animals.
1

from Marston. Bates, Man in Nature. Copyright 1961, reprinted by
permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc., EngleWood Cliffs, New JerseV.
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Sometimes each island of all archipelago will be intRbited by a slightly
different variety (or subspecies) of a given species. On a continent, a
gra,clual change in the appearance of a speOes will sometimes occur as one
mOlies from north to south-or east to west; these changes may be mcr,re
abrupt, so that a series of different populations can be recognized with
rather narroW transition zones between them. The first case -is said to
constitute a cline, the second a Rassenkreis or series of subspecies.
This geographical variation is easily understood in terms of genetic
theory. Since a new mutation can only spread through- the parts 'of a
population that are in cOntact, 8when populations are separated by geographical barriers they.tend to follow distinct evolutionary histories, and in
time they will become so different that even if they did come togetheylagain
they could not fuse; for they would have evolved into distinct species. When
a speCies inhabits a variety of climates, as.on a continent, a mutation
favorable in.one environment.might not be favorable.in others, and again
lead to geographical differentiation.
Many students of eValution believe that geographical vaeiation, resulting
from complete or partial isolation of populationys, is the chief or even the
only way in which a single species population can evolve into two or more
species populations.. One is led to wonder, then, why man, with so many
geographical differences, has remained one species instead cif evolving
into semeral.
Modern methods of communication have brought all human 'populations
into.contact with each other to some degree, and the sort of isolation
that could result in species formation is now clearly impossible. In
fact, racial differences are tending to diminish today as large-scale shifts
in population increase, 'and in time geographical variation in human
physi.
cal appearance wild per,haps,disappear entirely.

All.through mants history, his tendency to collect in discrete groups has
probably been counterbalanced by his desireand abilityto move. In
early and middle Pleistocene, as number of distinct hominid types apparently lived in the Old World tropics and subtropics. We can only guests, of
course, about whether these types were biological species, for we do not
know whether Pithecanthropus could breed with Sinanthropus, or whether
Sinanthropus could breed with Australopithecus. The latter two, at any
rate, were so different that hybridization seems unlikely.
But out of this variety of types only one, Horno sapiens, survived. Wherever sa.piens startedsubtropical Africa seems- the most likely place
he prObably exterminated other hominid types,as he encountered them.
We can glimpse this process in Europe, where Cro-Magnon man (a true
sa iens) eliminated Neandertharman, by the dual procedures of extermination
and hy ridization. Sapiens certainly spread widely and (in geological

"
0

,

perspective) rapidly. He reached North America soinething like

35, 000 years ago, pr.ob.ably by way of the Bering Strait,' aknd in a
few thousand years he inhabited both Amexican.centinents from

Alaska to Tierra del Fuego. He must have gotten as far as Australia
'a very long time ago also, and then remained there in almost cosaplete
isolation,
Thus Homo sapiens, we can conclude, has been'scattered over the
earth long enough for the process of subspeciation to start, but the
various populations have not beeii separated long enough, and the
separation has not been complete enough, for different biological
species to form' .
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THE SPECIES, MA

Frederick S. Hulse

In the first place,, we are by far the mosf numerous o the giant forms
of life: human bodies probably contain more living materia,1 than the
bodies of any other single species. Of course, in comparison to whales
and even elephants we do not appear to be giants, but'ftry few creatures
attain dimensions'such"as theirs. A walk through the ,couhtryside or a
visit to the zoo will ireveal that most animals and plants: are smaller than
we are. A look through a microscope will show even more minute forms
of lite. Theie are allnost innumerable; and, indeed, the numbers of
individuals in any.single species may exceed us by millions of times,.. yet
their total bulk would be f'ar less than that of a single man. And, among
the few animals which are larger than rnan, the number in any one species
is far less in almost all caises; while among the plants which are larger,
the percentage of living tissue isiiirelatively
.

t. Secondly, ma/i is a widely scattered species -geographically. Our only

.

close compet tors are those'efeatures which we' have carried with us,
such as rats, lice, and a variety of parasitic microorganisms-. We have
devisid techniques which enable us to contend successfully with almost
all'environmeald conditions and to extract a living from areas having
the most varied sorts of resources. There can be no question but that
we are the most'successful form of life which has appeared upqn
planet up to now. This is all very flattering, but.we had betternot let
our success make us vain. Our present dominant position provides no'
guarantee for the future. Indeed, some scholars have. compared the .)
human species to a rat:ddly metastasizing cancer because of the speed
with which we are* consuming the resources of our -host, the earth.
'Such past success must be explained in terms of the chara,cteristics of
the cfeature Concerned. What biological characteristics in anatomy,
physiology, and overt behavior do we possess which may help us to
understand our accOmplishmentsV Let us begin with as simple a
description as we can, thinking a anatomical detail in functional terms
and tom'paring our bodies and ourractivities to those of other living
creatures in those instances where such a Comparison is illuminating.

'from Frederick S. Hulse, The Human Species. (Copyright
by Random. Houpe,. Inc. , repriz4ed by permission..
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iObviouSly, being so large, We are multicellular; indeed, thpre are
1.

billions of cells in a huinan brain alone. We are not rootedkor sessile;
On .the contrary, we are capable of very rapiernovement. Containing
no chlorophyll, we canno\ synthesize Our food arid so must devour, living
things for our sustenance and expel rather than take in farbon dioxide in
our metabolic prbcesses. These are the characteristic of animals
rather than plants, and we can without doubt be classifie as animals.
In basic pattern; people are among those animals which ai constructed
like segmented tubes and which are bilaterally symmetrica that is
to say, we have easily. distinguishable fore and hind ends, a d bellies
and backs, whila cfgans and appendlges tend to be arranged in pairs
associated with the different segments. Byfar the greater number Cf.
biologically successful animal varieties share all of these characteristics
with us, from angleworms and ants to firand birds.
We have, furthermore, a closed circulatory .system provided with a.'
single heart which carries all necessary materials in solution to and
'from all cells of the body. Our digestive system, unlike that of-a clan,
for instance, pr/vides for one-way traffic: in at the head end; and out
at the othe'r. It,lies along the belly or ventral °side of the ,bocly, where4
the central nerVous system is closer to the back,, or dorsal side..
Specialized recepthr sense organs ape, for the most part, coneedkated
at the head end, and-rperhaps in association with this fact:--a grejit .
elaboration of the centital nervous system is also located' at the head
end. We have an internal skeleton composed of over two hundred
separate bones in artieulation with.each other, rather than an external
shell such as those of insects and lobsters,.

Our species is bisexual, consisting of males and females, so that we
do not reproduce by siniple budding-off .of new individuals as some
Oeatures do'. Neither can we practice self-fertilization nOr change
our.sex from time to time, like-a -number of others, Indeed, internal
fertilizationsis required to continue the species and in this we.differ
from some fish"and frogs. The organs and ducts used in this process
are in close association with the urinary system, an anatomical oddity
which, rom a purely functional point of view, seems like poor engineer:-

ing and from the aesthetic, like poor design. .The mother's body retains
the fertilized eggs, there giving tliern nourishment and.protection until
,the time of birth, instead of providingthem with a toughened shell and
laying.them in a nest to be hatched later, like turtles ,e.ndpirds. Indeed,
even after birth, the mother continues to nCiiirish her offspring wAltf milk
which her breasts secrete. This is a remarkably efficient, reproductive
system which both permits and encourages a low birth rate.
s.

.
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Our digestive system is highly efficipnt, too. Our mouths haves jaws,
of which the lower moves up and down, and both jaws have teeth._ The
teeth are of various sorts so that food may be sliced, pierced, and

12
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ground up before it is swallowed; ,the first set of teeth is eotir.e/y
replaced by more firmly.rooted ones during the growth pefisgd.'(A
variety'of glands, produce digeitive,Il4d5, 'and symbiotic microcirga/418ms which exist in the gut.further aia the_ proceSs of digestions
We are practically omhivorous "as a species, although every tribe of
humans practices ftkod tabus of one, sort or another. Americans refuse
to eat dogs or caterpillars, While some,gther peoples *fill not consume
fish, or pigs, or .maize.

r

and'have four appendages, each
Human beings are terrestriO1
condisting of several articulated.segments and' terMinatkng in five.digits.
They are unique in the typp of difference between the.hind and fore limbs,
-aid in the method of attachment of tile hind limbs, which are capable of
supporting the entire body in a vertical position. The fore liMbs are far
More flexii-Ae... At the end 'of each is .a hand with an opposdble thumb, as

well as four fingers. ;'his ma* grasping and manipulating all sorts of
objects very oasy. Paired lungti permit oxyge* to be absorbea from ancl.'
carbon dioxiCie returned to the atmosphere. The lungs, howlever, mut
be moist at -011,timeta. The body's ability to regulate its Jaioperatureind
411#

.
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keep it warm enougiii.for rapid metabolism also Makes life outside the
water easier. Unlike most butnot all warm-bloodedcreatures, man:
lacks the:iniulation Of fur or feathers.

The brain is both relatively and absolutely large, although not iiniqueW
so., and continues tO grow after birth to a most unusual extent. Of the
specialized senses, 'man appears to'clepend upon Vision to the greatest
extent, and he can do this because of the excellence of his eyes.. Unlike
most creatures except apes and monkeys, he can distinguish various
wave-lengths of,light and also judge distances very accurately by
focusing both eyes upon an object. .Hearing is alsb well developed in
man, and his fingertips are especially rich in'nerve endings, and so
are vew sensitive tO such things as texture, moisture, and temperature.
Our sense of smell, on thescontrary, is clearly less well developed than
that of other creatures which resemble us.,

A

The_ frontal and temporal lobes of man's brain are especially well
aeveloped,, and it has been surmised that this may be associated with
th'e high degree to which his hehavior is organizedunder conscious
control. In simple learning ability, we (to not appear "to excel such
laboratory animals as raXs, but the complexities of human mental
behavior remain obvious. We grow slowly and live lông, we are
constantly expbsed to one another in soOety, and the type as well as
extent of our lea.rniiig and memory,
are both related to theae-facts.
.
With our eyes and our 'fingeits We can. gratify and. thus perhaps sharpen
the inquisitiveness which we share with many other oreatures. Obtr
manipulative ability is supreme. Humans alone of all animals can
'

.4
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coznmunicate by means of language, which has profoundly infilienced
our imaginations .. "Our childhood is so lbng, our lifp so easy, and our

excess energy soisreat that play activity has assumed a very great
importance in guraing behavior. We are among the relatively few'
animals without a mating season, so that adult males are more 'orless
constantlrattiacted o females, and Gelfazal activity continues- thresughout the entire year This has also had.a profou4d effect orf our mode
of life.

A

.

ThiEP is a most rief and incomplete summary of xerifiable data: con-'
ogy of mankind. It is enough, however, to make anyone realize t degree to which we share characteristics of structure

cernirtg

and behavior iThOthetiiving
ture-s-7,--We -are-members of the
community o life. To investigate more deeply whether the phenomerion
of man cah b explained in natural terms should be worthwhile.
.
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